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In recent years, I have intensely
worked with images, their creation,
the power of manipulating them
and transmitting their message.
Thematically I stick to border areas,
explore my own and foreign
limitations, the abysses of human
representation and their meta-
morphosis into new beings. My
research lies in the pictorial, in the
fast mass media and the movements
in the mass. I analyze and translate
my observations graphically or
performatively, I prefer to work
experimentally and with mixed
media. I discovered for myself the
medium of video recording and use
this intentionally not only to record
performative and experimental
actions but also to manipulate
them; it is important to me to
question given definitions critically
and try scratching on their meaning.

S T A T E M E N T



Memory is a fascinating topic, everybody can
immediately remember extremely happy, sad or
special moments, meaning emotional events, but at
the same time also rather banal things get stuck. The
hotel room in the video was a place, that had a very
special charisma for me and made me wistful, but at
the same time happy as well. I wanted to capture this
moment and was wondering how far I should go to
deliberately generate such memories, should I tell
something exciting about this place or just say nice
words without a deeper meaning, can I even do funny
or even ridiculous things?

Souvenir of a random 
place

Video (16×9, 3:15 min)
2019





What is left of
memories

The performance is about the memories of my
childhood until adulthood. The first memory I can
recall, at kindergarten age, was the day I returned
home and found the living room empty, except for the
radio and a rolled carpet. Finally I had enough space to
dance!

As I dug into the past, I noticed how little memories
are left and I wondered how a child recollects certain
moments, what values these memories have now and
how blurred or crystal clear some of them are.
While we can define at some point, what we want to
remember, not only by taking pictures of special
moments, the desire to memorise something special
has not the highest priority during childhood.

Performance of 15 min, german and french alternating at
Satellit M54, Nord Théâtre

Saint Louis, France
for REGIONALE 20

http://www.nord-theatre.eu/
https://regionale.org/




The installation (size variable) consists of the novel, the
video the flyer and the Chamer Schnipsel, a new
delicacy for Cham, which is produced freshly every day
for the exhibition. The book is in german, the flyer and
the video german/english.

The book tells the story of Camina Willburn, who is
hired as tourist guide for the local travel agency ‘Visit
Cham’. As she discovers Cham, she develops five new
attractions, which are featured in the video and can be
discovered by tourists. The flyer shows the map of
Cham and ideas for fun days out. The storyline is very
fictional and absurd, thematically travelling and
discovering are main aspects of this work. The book
and Flyer can be ordered for CHF 29.05 at the Fiktiv
Verlag in Zurich.

Wie Cham zur
Schweizer 

Touristendestination
Nummer Eins

wurde
(How Cham became SwissTourist Destination Number One)

Installation with novel, flyer, video (16×9, 4.59 min) and 
the Chamer Schnipsel (cookies)

Papieri Cham
2019





Don’t mess with my 
Bikini

The name Bikini is derived from the Bikini Atoll, after
the first Nuclear bomb has been dropped into the sea,
which is sur-rounded by these islands. The government
of the United States have convinced the 167 Bikinian
inhabitants to give up temporarily their islands for “the
good of mankind and to end all world wars.”
67 nuclear bombs have detonated mainly on ships in
this atoll during the U.S. nuclear testing program.
The Bikinian people have initiated diving tourism on
the Bikini Atoll to get the people to know their story.
Please visit bikiniatoll.com

Performance of 15 min, german
ACT Performance Festival in Basel, Mustermesse, Halle 2. 

2019





Walk in comfort There is a flow in Singapore guiding the people through
the city, through the shopping centers and shopping-
malls, led by the air-con systems and observed through
cameras. The paths are defined, they always lead to
the areas, where the money can be spent easily. These
places do not only attract by the cold airstream, but
also awake new desires, like the need for woolly caps,
scarves and winter jackets.

Video with sound, 16:9, 4.02 min
2018





..and beyond A series of four different performances in four cities,
facing the personal fears to find the own limits and
then stepping over these limits.

Performances within the ACT Performance Festival in 
four different locations in Switzerland: Zurich, Bern, 
Sierre, Basel

Four different Performances, 
15 min each

2018







No 1 In the narcissistic world of selfies, the question for
perfection becomes an excess that turns grotesque.
The painfully long video at slow speed celebrates the
imperfection as desired result.

Video with sound, 2 min 45 sec
2017





2019 What is left of memories, performance, german and french, at 

Satellit M54, Nord Théâtre, Saint Louis, France at the REGIONALE 20

The only correct way to place your foot, video performance, 16×9, 

6:06 min and display of head garments at HSLU, Emmenbrücke and 

NES, Skagaströnd, Iceland

Wie Cham zur Schweizer Touristendestination Nummer Eins

wurde, installation with video 16×9, 4:59, book, cookies, Papieri

Cham, Cham

Don’t mess with my Bikini, performance, german, at ACT 

Performance Festival in Basel Messehalle 2

2018 The messenger, performance, german in Emmenbrücke, (ort)

Walk in comfort, HD digital video with sound, 16×9, 4:02 at 

the Institute of Contemporary Arts (ICA), Lasalle College of the Art in 

Singapore

Performance no 5, performance without audience in Zurich

..and beyond, series of performances, ACT Performance Festival in 

Zurich Europabrücke, Bern Dampfzentrale, Sierre Usego, Basel Mitte

2017 Apocalypse Now, installation in Stansstad, Whua

Hot Hot Hot, performance, english in Neuchâtel, MÂT Espace d’art

Tauchgang, performance, german in Widnau, POP UP Galerie

Radio breed, series of aquarelles in Widnau, POP UP Galerie

Hot Hot Hot, performance, german at ACT Performance Festival in 

Basel, Lehmhaus Merian Gärten

Deep Dive, performance, english, ACT Performance Festival in 

Zurich, ZHDK

Tauchgang, performance, german, ACT Performance Festival in 

Luzern, HSLU

2016 Nightmares, paintings in Teufen, Zeughaus

2015 Manipulations, installation in St.Gallen, NextEx

Exhibitions/Performances

2019 4 week artist residency in Skagaströnd, Iceland

2018 3 week artist residency in Singapore; Research and Tropical Lab at 

the Lasalle College of the Arts

Artist Residency

2016 - 2019 Master of Arts Hochschule Luzern/FZH in Fine Arts with Major 

Image Practices (MIP)

2013 - 2016 Dipl. Gestalterin HF bildende Kunst, Schule für Gestaltung, St. 

Gallen

2012 - 2013 Studienjahr Kunst, Schule für Kunst und Design Zürich

1987 - 1990 Eidg. dipl. Chemielaborantin, Institut für Anorganische 

Chemie, Basel

1981 - 1982 Vorkurs, Schule für Gestaltung, Basel

Education

http://www.nord-theatre.eu/
https://regionale.org/
https://act-perform.net/
https://ort-e-bruecke.tumblr.com/
https://www.lasalle.edu.sg/events/tropical-lab-12-sense%3Fsource=ica-events
https://act-perform.net/index.html
https://vimeo.com/matartspace
https://act-perform.net/index.html
https://act-perform.net/index.html
https://act-perform.net/index.html
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